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Graduate School Fellowships

http://graduate.indiana.edu/fees-and-funding.php

• “Pass-through” fellowship funds
• Recruiting fellowships
• Discretionary fellowships
• Internal fellowship competitions
• External fellowships
• Grad Grants Center
“Pass-through” fellowship funds (~ $3M)

- Transfer to schools
- Used for partial and full fellowships
- $2.9M (2009-2010)
- Currently based on assessments (undergraduate enrollment)
- Drivers changing to reflect effort for graduate education

Kim Bunch
Recruiting fellowships (~$700K)

http://graduate.indiana.edu/diversity-building-fellowships.php

- Graduate Scholars Fellowship ($310K)
- Women in Science Fellowship ($25K)
- McNair Fellowships ($105K)
- Adam W. Herbert Graduate Fellowship ($125K)
- Educational Opportunity Fellowships ($114K)
- Recruiting Visits ($25K + $5K COAS)
Discretionary Fellowships (~$500K)

- Agreements with individual programs/faculty
- From endowment funds: ~$200K
- From base: ~$300K
- New program: additional stipends for successful training grants (NIH T32, IGERT)
Internal Fellowship Opportunities

http://graduate.indiana.edu/internal-awards.php

• Herman B Wells Graduate Fellowship ($30K)
• IU Credit Union Dissertation Fellowship ($20K)
• Future Faculty Teaching Fellows ($250K)
External Fellowship Opportunities

http://graduate.indiana.edu/external-awards.php

- National Science Foundation GRFP
- Jacob Javitts Fellowships
- Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need (GAANN; DOE)
- National Physical Science Consortium
- Ford Foundation Diversity Fellowships (NAS)
- GEM (chemistry)
- Dolores Zorab Liebmann Fellowship
- Others (EPA Science to Achieve Results (STAR))
Grad Grants Center
http://www.indiana.edu/~gradgrnt/index.html

- Free service for graduate students and postdocs
- Access to online grant resources
- Assistance with application preparation
- Free workshops
- Newsletter
- Assisted 129 students receive $770K in 2008-09
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Thank you!
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